We are a technology recruitment partner focused on search
and selection of IT experts internationally. Currently, we are
looking for an accomplished experts for the role of . Product
Owner. We offer a rewarding and exciting professional
experience and opportunity to develop your career in a highly
competitive international environment.

Product Owner
Location: remote, Warsaw (Poland)

Job Description:
You will directly contribute (as a part of a cross-competence team) to conceptual envisioning, design &
development of a unique, software platform that has defined (& still drives the overall direction) of a completely
new industry - CSR. In a highly collaborative environment you’ll take part in brainstorming new ideas, prototyping
& continuously validating them against ever-changing market reality - to drive the platform evolution in
completely new ways that couldn’t have been predicted up-front.

Scope of Responsibilities:
As a product owner, be the functional referent of your team
Manage your backlog based on priorities to deliver the maximum of values
Work closely with product management to understand business requirements but also to build vision of
module(s) you are in charge of
Work closely with UX/UI team to provide first class interface
Translate functional, product, or business requirements into user stories.
Work closely with business users, testers and development team during QA stages.
Report status to stakeholders and management on a regular basis

Skills & Experience required:
Bachelor, Master of Engineering in computer science field or other relevant degree.
2+ years working experience as a product owner ideally in the context of SaaS Web application.
Strong analytical and organizational skills
Highly professional written and oral communication skills in English as well as interpersonal skills required

Offer:
challenge, opportunities to exchange skills within multinational team
ability to work in an autonomous way and in an environment where your ideas are valued
interesting trainings
health care
Multisport card
French classes
flexi-time and home-office
competitive salary aligned with experience
casual and very friendly environment
possibility to work in other Client location
Interested candidates should send their resume (CV) to
magdalena.wielgos@itpuzzle.com.pl
with „Product Owner” in the subject line.

